Loss of dopaminoreceptive neuron causes L-dopa resistant parkinsonism in tauopathy.
Frontotemporal dementia and parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17 (FTDP-17) is a family of inherited dementias caused by tauopathy. A mutation in exon 10 of the tau gene, N279K, causes a particular kindred of FTDP-17, which is predominant for parkinsonism. The disease initially presents as L-dopa resistant parkinsonism which then rapidly progresses. The final pathological features reveal disappearing dopamine (DA) neurons, but the causes remain poorly understood. We previously established a transgenic mouse with human N279K mutant tau as a model for FTDP-17, which showed cognitive dysfunctions caused by the mutant. Here we analyze L-dopa resistant parkinsonism by several behavioral tests, and focus on the distributions and accumulations of the mutant tau in the DA system by immunohistochemistry and Western blot. Interestingly, dopaminoreceptive (DAr) neurons in the striatum showed neurofibrils degeneration and apoptosis through caspase-3 activation by mutant tau accumulation. The DAr neuron loss in the caudoputamen, the target of the nigrostriatal system occurred before DA neuron loss in young symptomatic mice. Residual DA neurons in the mouse functioned in DA transportation, whereas dysregulation of intracellular DA compartmentalization implied an excess level of DA caused by DAr neuron loss. In the final stages, both DAr and DA neurons decreased equally, unlike Parkinson's disease. Therefore, DAr neurons were fundamentally vulnerable to the mutation indicating a critical role for the L-dopa resistant parkinsonism in tauopathy.